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Briksoftware is proud to announce the release of PDFKey Pro 3.5. This update focuses on
enhancing the provided automation tools, presenting totally rewritten Automator actions.
Users can now protect their documents through the new Lock PDF action directly in
Automator. This upgrade is free for all PDFKey Pro 3.x registered users. In addition, to
celebrate the great new features, Briksoftware's website has been redesigned to provide
better and faster support.
Briksoftware is proud to announce the release of PDFKey Pro 3.5. This update focuses on
enhancing the provided automation tools, presenting totally rewritten Automator actions.
Users can now protect their documents through the new Lock PDF action directly in
Automator. In addition, to celebrate the great new features, our website has been
redesigned to provided better and faster support.
This upgrade is free for all PDFKey Pro 3.x registered users. Registered users of previous
versions of PDFKey Pro can upgrade to the new version for $5.99.
PDFKey Pro removes editing and printing passwords by creating exact copies of PDF
documents, but without the passwords. PDFKey Pro also removes viewing passwords, but only
if the passwords are provided beforehand.
PDFKey Pro can also lock PDF files by creating perfect copies, but protected with either,
or both, a viewing password and a password to restrict usage permissions (printing and
copying) to the files. Included with the PDFKey Pro distribution package are powerful
batch-processing tools for the command line and Automator actions, to integrate PDFKey Pro
in complex workflows.
PDFKey Pro is not designed to defeat DRM systems and will not decrypt eBooks or other
protected materials.
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Since 2005, Briksoftware's goal is to make the Mac experience even better by focusing our
development efforts on applications which will make using your Mac easier and more
efficient. Briksoftware is currently formed by Michele Balistreri (Italy) and Karsten
Kusche (Germany). Briksoftware's current products are PDFKey Pro, CuteClips, Camouflage
and UnPlugged.
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